In the future, floating wind turbines could be used to harvest energy in deep offshore areas where higher wind mean speeds are observed. Currently, several floating turbine concepts are being designed and tested in small scale projects; in particular, one concept allows the turbine to move after installation. This article presents a novel layout optimization framework for wind farms composed of moveable floating turbines. The proposed framework uses an evolutionary optimization strategy in a nested configuration which simultaneously optimizes the anchoring locations and the wind turbine position within the mooring lines for each individual wind direction. The results show that maximum energy production is obtained when moveable wind turbines are deployed in an optimized layout. In conclusion, the framework represents a new design optimization tool for future offshore wind farms composed of moveable floating turbines.
Introduction
The need for steadier and higher mean wind speeds has been pushing the offshore wind industry towards areas located further from the coast [1] . In fact, both the average distance to shore and water depth of offshore wind projects has been increasing since the industry first steps (Fig. 1 ). However, current turbine grounded support structures are only economical viable to certain water depths ranges [2] .
With the desire of moving to locations with deeper water depths, in an economically viable way, floating wind turbines concepts have appeared in the last years. Currently, there are several floating turbine concepts being developed and tested in pilot projects [3, 2] . One of these floating turbine concepts is developed by the IDEOL company [4] . This specific design takes another advantage from the fact that a flowing turbine is not bottom-fixed to the seabed: it allows the turbine to have a certain mobility freedom even after its installation [4] .
To reduce costs, e.g. cabling and area rental costs, turbines tend to be packed in wind farms. However, installing turbines close to each other causes interferences such as wake losses through shadowing. For example, the efficiency of the Danish Horns Rev I offshore wind farm is 89% of what the same turbines would produce if installed alone [5] . Thus, it is important to reduce the wake losses in far and large offshore wind farms. One possible strategy to reduce wake losses is to optimize the wind farm layout.
The wind farm layout optimization problem has been intensively studied in the last years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . More specifically, the first work that dealt with the wind farm layout problem was carried out back in 1994 [16] . The wind farm area was grid-discretized and the optimizer was set to obtain layouts that would increase the wind farm efficiency. The first work that considered the wind farm space as a continuous space was carried out in [17] , whereas the first optimization approach tailored for offshore environments was presented in [18] .
Although a great deal of research has been conducted in the wind farm layout optimization problem, all investigations solely considered the possibility of optimizing the turbine locations before construction. Hence, so far no strategy has been developed which considers the possibility of moving the wind turbines after the project commissioning. This work presents a novel optimization framework for offshore wind projects composed of moveable wind turbines.
The work is organized as follows: the next section introduces the different types of floating wind turbines that currently exist, followed by a detailed explanation of the moveable wind turbine concept. Thereafter, in Section 3, the novel optimization framework is proposed. Section 4 presents the wake loss models used in this work, whereas Section 5 presents a case study specifically designed to evaluate the proposed approach. In Section 6 the results are presented and an analysis is carried out. The article closes with general conclusions and recommendations for offshore wind and future research.
Floating wind turbines
Existing commercial-size offshore wind farms make use of grounded substructure concepts to support their turbines. Such substructures become very expensive and difficult to engineer as the water depth increases. Hitherto, water depths higher than 50 m require floating support structures. In fact, as shown in Fig. 2 , only a demonstration offshore project, Beatrice Demonstration, uses grounded support structures at a location with an average water depth higher than 40 m [3] .
Many countries have a limited number of suitable sites in sufficiently shallow water to allow economically viable fixed substructures. Within Europe, much of the Mediterranean and Atlantic basins as well as Norway face this difficulty [19] . In the long term, it is anticipated that floating structures will become prominent in the offshore wind market [19] . There are several advantages for using floating turbines:
Access to previously inaccessible places where there is stronger yet less turbulent winds [20] . More flexible construction and installation phases [19] . Possible commissioning and assembly at the quayside, avoiding the need for heavy-lift jack-up or dynamic positioning vessels, further reducing the cost and risk of deployment activities [20] . Avoiding piling activities during installation and an easier decommissioning processes lead to reduced environmental impacts and sea life disturbance. Geotechnical requirements are reduced since core sampling is only needed at the anchor positions, as opposed to the necessity of deep core sampling at every pile site [20] .
Nonetheless, there are several challenges related to floating wind turbines. For example, the increased wind and wave-induced motion, the added complexity of the design process, electrical infrastructure design and costs (in particular the flexible cable), construction, installation and O&M procedures [19] . However, increased know-how and standardization practices will contribute to overcoming these challenges. Furthermore, it is also expected that a higher energy production will be achieved since the floating turbines will be deployed at sites with higher mean wind speeds. Currently the existing floating concepts may be categorized in three main types [21] :
Buoyancy: employs a barge type device with catenary mooring lines. Mooring Line: under water chains or tethers connect the buoyant body to a counterweight that lies on the seabed [2] . With the buoyant body semi-submerged in the water, the necessary uplifting force is created, keeping the chains constantly tensioned [22] . Ballast: uses spar buoy platforms with catenary mooring anchors.
Moveable wind turbine concept
IDEOL developed a new floating turbine concept, which allows the structure to move along its mooring lines [4] . Fig. 3a shows the basic version of a moveable turbine, which only allows for linear movements (one degree of freedom). This system is easier to operate since the turbine position is set by only one parameter, e.g. the distance from one the anchoring positions. Fig. 3b illustrates a more complex design which, by rearranging the anchoring positions, allows the turbine to cover a triangular area. This new anchoring configuration gives two degrees of freedom to the turbines, thus it allows them to move in two directions. Although, this system results in a higher maneuverability of the turbine, it increases the control complexity since two coordinates have to be set to position the turbine.
With this mobility, it becomes possible to optimize the wind farm layout based on different environmental data, e.g. wind and tidal direction. Hence, this solution allows for wake losses reduction, leading to an increased annual energy production. On the other hand, this concept is more complex than a similar floating concept due to the extra mobility machinery and attached complexity. Furthermore, they are logistically more complex, since it requires a system operator to move the turbines according to the wind direction. Nonetheless, reducing wake losses through a real time wind farm layout optimization according to the wind direction may bring energy gains which might overcome the shortcomings.
The wind direction is a key factor for the turbine mobility approach. Since the turbine mobility is somehow limited, the layout adjustment may be limited to more persistent wind direction alterations while disregarding fast wind direction transients. Therefore, the decision of moving the turbines should be based on data from meteorological masts and weather forecast to guarantee that there is an energy generation benefit to the repositioning. 
Wind farm layout optimization framework
The proposed optimization framework here presented makes use of the advantaged brought by moveable wind turbines: it optimizes the turbines real-time location according to the wind direction. The framework has an integrative design strategy since it optimizes the positions of the turbine within their mooring lines and the turbines anchoring locations.
Current offshore wind farms are composed of dozens of turbines [23] , which makes the optimization variables increase rapidly (e.g. the turbine locations). In fact, solving the wind farm layout optimization problem to optimality is very difficult since it falls under the combinatorial optimization problem class [24] . Therefore, the wind farm layout problem is not suitable to be solved through deterministic algorithms [24] . A solution, widely use in academia, is the use of stochastic algorithms, where randomness is included in the process [25] .
An evolutionary strategy called Covariance Matrix Adaption (CMA-ES) was used in the proposed framework. The CMA-ES is one of the most powerful evolutionary algorithms for real-valued single-objective optimization of non-linear and non-convex functions [26, 8] and it has been applied in different fields of engineering [8, 27] . Fig. 4 presents a flowchart of the CMA-ES algorithm.
Nested optimization
One might optimize first the locations of the turbines and after optimize the positions within the mooring lines for each wind direction; however, such approach represents a simplification which may create constraints in the solution space. The optimal solution for each individual problem is not necessarily the optimal solution for the complete problem.
A nested optimization framework is proposed in this work to simultaneously optimize the turbine positioning. An outer optimization loop is responsible for first establishing the turbines anchoring positions, whereas an inner loop optimizes the turbine location within its mooring lines for each wind direction. Fig. 5 shows the interactions between the two nested CMA-ES algorithms and both optimization loops are explained next.
Outer optimization loop
The CMA-ES of the outer optimization loop is set to optimize the anchoring locations. To do so, the optimization variables of this problem are the central point of the anchoring locations and the rotation angle. The encoded solutions have the following structure: 
where ðx 1 ; y 1 ; h 1 Þ and ðx n ; y n ; h n Þ correspond to the central points and angles of the anchoring locations of the first and n-th turbines, respectively.
Inner optimization loop
The inner loop CMA-ES receives as input the position and angles of the anchoring locations. Thereafter, it optimizes the locations of the turbines within the mooring lines to reduce wakes losses. The inner loop solutions are encoded as:
where ða 1 ; b 1 Þ and ða n ; b n Þ correspond to the coordinates within the mooring lines of the first and n-th turbines, respectively. Fig. 6 depicts the optimization variables for a k-th turbine with one and two degrees of freedom. In Fig. 6a , it can be seen that outer optimization loop defines the location of the turbines, giving the inner loop only the possibility of optimizing the turbine location along a straight line. On the other hand, with two degrees of freedom, the inner loop optimizes the location of the turbine within an area (see Fig. 6b ).
Optimization goal
The maximization of the wind farm production is one of the most common optimization goals and it has been widely used in academia and in commercial software [18, 28, 29] . This work uses a similar optimization goal, the maximization of the wind farm efficiency, which is calculated as the ratio between the wind farm production with and without wake losses [7, 30] . The wind farm production is computed as the mean power output for all wind directions and then scaled to account for a given wind direction frequency of occurrence. The ideal wind farm production is obtained as the power production of a single wind turbine (without wake losses) multiplied by the number of turbines in the wind farm. Finally, the wind farm efficiency is calculated by:
where g farm is the wind farm efficiency, P farm is the farm total power production and n Â P ideal turb represents the power produced by n turbines without shadowing effects.
Constraints
To obtain feasible wind farm layouts, the following constraints -displayed in Fig. 7 -were implemented:
A minimum distance between neighboring turbines is required at all times -including both the default central locations and the optimized layouts -to guarantee the well-function and integrity of the turbines. In this work, the minimum separation is considered equal four times the turbines rotor diameter, however, this value is turbine dependent and should be provided by the manufacturer. The turbines have to be placed inside the farm area. For the mobile turbines case, the central point of the manoeuvrable area has to be located within the wind farm area. Nevertheless, the turbines are allowed to temporarily move to external positions.
Wake losses modeling
Installing turbines in closes vicinities causes interferences such as wake losses through shadowing. For example, the Danish Horns Rev I offshore wind farm produces circa 89% of the energy that the same turbines would produce if no wake losses occurred [5] . Hence, it is important to analyze and reduce the wake losses in far and large offshore wind farms.
Currently, there is a wide variety of models to calculate, with different accuracy levels, the wake losses inside wind farms [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Examples of wake losses models to calculate the wind deficits due to wakes inside wind farms include the Jensen model (also known as Park model) [38] , Eddy viscosity model [39] , Frandsen et al. model [40] , deep-array wake model [41] and the Larsen model [42] . These engineering models, due to their simplified wake speed deficit approach, offer fast calculation times and are able to provide a preliminary description of the far wake regime (4-6 rotor diameters) [35] . Other models were built to provide medium-fidelity results, namely the Dynamic Wake Meandering model [43] and several other approaches based on the actuator disk model [44, 45] .
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models stand in the highfidelity end [34] . The CFD models solve the parabolized NavierStokes equations which that may take various hours to compute in a large wind farm. Examples of CFD models are the Simulator for Offshore Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA), a modular and open-source tool developed by NREL [46] , the EllipSys3D developed by DTU and Risø [31] and FarmFlow developed by the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) [47] . Finally, high-resolution models based on large eddy simulations (LES models) offer the highest fidelity but may take several weeks to complete [48] .
CFD and LES approaches represent the most accurate tools to calculate turbine wakes and may be used for detailed studies such as: interactions between a turbulent flow and a rotor blade; the interaction between multiple wakes; or validation and calibration of simpler models [5, 48] . However, a major disadvantage of such high-fidelity simulations is the excessive computational burden. Such drawback is further heightened when these models are employed to optimize the design of a large offshore wind farm, which requires a great deal of evaluations of the annual energy production [8] .
Two models which sit in both extremes of the spectrum are used in this work to calculate the wake losses inside an offshore wind farm. The Jensen model is employed during the optimization routine, whereas FarmFlow is used to verify the efficiency of the optimized wind farm layouts. A brief description of both models is provided next.
Jensen model
The Jensen model, which was originally proposed in 1983, is a simplified and fast manner of calculating the wind speed inside the wake of a wind turbine [38] . This model, due to this ease of implementation and fast computation has been widely adopted in wind farm modeling [49, 30, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] .
FarmFlow
FarmFlow, which is an improved version of the UPMWAKE model [55] , solves the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations in all three dimensions, while the turbulent processes in the wake are modeled with a k-turbulence model. The performance of FarmFlow has been evaluated and compared to the commonly used models for predicting wind speed decrease inside turbines wakes [37, 33] .
Case study
The case study, whose details are given next, was run in an i7-laptop with 16 GB ram on Windows 7.
Wind farm
The proposed optimization framework was tested in a mediumsized offshore wind farm of 180 MW installed power and a squareshaped area with 5 km side. The farm is composed of 36 identical turbines with a rated power of 5 MW. The turbines have a hub height of 90 m and a 126 m rotor diameter. Fig. 8 presents the turbine power curve and thrust coefficient for the operational wind speeds.
In the initial default wind farm layout the wind turbines were placed in a grid with 1 km distance between them and the angles for the mooring lines were set to the reference value (see Fig. 6 ). The wind farm was considered to be a continuous space, whereas the mooring lines are considered to be 50% longer than the turbine rotor diameter.
Wind rose
The proposed framework relies on the wind resource existing at the offshore site to obtain optimized layouts. The wind resource used -displayed in Fig. 9 -is based on measurement data collected during four years at the offshore platform Fino 1, located in the North Sea [56] .
CMA-ES
The outer loop CMA-ES was run for 24 h, whereas the inner loop algorithm was given 100 iterations per wind direction and solution. All remaining parameters of the CMA-ES algorithm were set to their default guideline values [57] .
Scenarios
Six different scenarios were considered for the case study. Scenario 1 represents a standard grid-based wind farm project. The turbines locations are not optimized neither have the ability to move after installation. In Scenario 2, the turbine locations are optimized but no turbine mobility is considered. Contrarily, Scenarios 3 and 4 use the standard grid layout but make use of the OWF maximum area Minimum separation between OWTs Fig. 7 . Problem constraints taken into consideration to guarantee the feasibility of the optimized layouts. moveable wind turbine. Finally, for Scenarios 5 and 6, an integrative optimization approach is used which encompasses both the turbines anchoring positions and the turbines location within the mooring lines. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each scenario.
Results
This section presents the results obtained for the six different scenarios. Fig. 10 shows the optimized layouts, whereas Fig. 11 depicts the overall wind farm efficiencies for the difference scenarios. The wind farms' efficiency, for each wind direction, is shown in Fig. 12. 
Jensen model
According to the Jensen model, the regular wind farm layout has the lowest wind farm efficiency (Fig. 11) . In Fig. 12(a) it is possible to observe that the standard grid layout has very low wind farm efficiencies for the directions where the wind is aligned with the turbine rows. The wind farm layout composed of fixed turbines and optimized layout has the second highest wind farm efficiency, only surpassed by Scenario 6. For Scenarios 3 and 4, where the turbines are positioned in the grid layout, the optimization was able to decrease the wake losses for the directions where the wind is aligned with the turbine rows, while it also increased the energy capture for the other angles ( Fig. 12(a) ).
FarmFlow
According to FarmFlow, Scenario 1 has the highest efficiency between 240°and 330° (Fig. 12(b) ). This may be explained by the fact that the highest mean wind speeds are felt in these directions and therefore, the impact of turbines for the wake generation is the weakest (due to the lower thrust coefficients, Fig. 8 ). Furthermore, the grid layout benefits from the fact that the turbines have greater spacings for these angles. Hence, a lower wind farm efficiency is expected in case the main wind section is aligned with the turbine rows.
Scenarios 3 and 4 presented the lowest efficiencies of the case studies according to FarmFlow, whereas Scenarios 2, 5 and 6 had not only the highest energy productions (Fig. 11) as well as the lowest efficiency variabilities according to both models (Fig. 12) . Fig. 11 shows that there is an absolute difference of the wind farm efficiencies according to the two wake models. Furthermore, there were also some relative differences between them. The highest discrepancies between the models have occurred in case studies 3 and 4. According to the Jensen model, all optimized layouts performed better than the standard layout, whereas FarmFlow gave a lower efficiency for these two cases.
In these scenarios, the wind turbines are placed in a grid layout, hence, the distances between the turbines vary much less than in Scenarios 2, 5 and 6. Fig. 12(b) shows that Scenarios 1, 3 and 4 have lower efficiencies for the wind directions with lower mean speeds (0-150°) and yet they yield comparable efficiencies with the other scenarios in the main wind directions (180-330°). By comparing the results of both models in Fig. 12 , it is possible to observe that the Jensen model did not accurately depicted the wake losses for Scenarios 3 and 4 for the wind directions in the 0-150°range. Differently, in the scenarios in which the wind farm layout is also optimized, both models are in a higher concordance. Therefore, one might conclude that the Jensen model offers a poorer accuracy for this specific range of distances in combination with lower mean wind speeds (higher turbine shadowing effect).
The accuracy of different wake models has been the object of several previous studies. For example, Andersen et al. [31] conducted a comparison of different engineering wake models (including the Jensen model) and CFD simulations. They demonstrated that the highest discrepancies between the Jensen and the CFD models were observed around distances of 4-8 rotor diameters and for higher thrust coefficients, which is in line with the results obtained in this paper. Nonetheless, these studies have been conducted with very narrow setups, such as fixed turbine thrust coefficients and constant distances between turbines. Therefore, it is very difficult to conclude which are the parameters that contribute the most for the differences between the models in the present case study.
Albeit the differences between the two wake loss models, one might say that turbine mobility will, in the worst case scenario, generate the same energy as a wind farm composed of fixed turbines. The results obtained with the FarmFlow model appear to indicate that floating mobility generate benefits if the turbine layout is coordinately optimized, whereas with the Jensen model all the optimized layouts perform better than the standard layout. Furthermore, according to both models the highest energy improvements were observed when the wind farm layout was optimized using moveable wind turbines.
The relative differences in the results were originated from the fact that the Jensen model was used in the optimization process and the FarmFlow was only employed to validate the efficiency of the final layouts. These results demonstrate the importance of developing fast-accurate models which may be applied for the optimization of future large offshore wind farms. The impact of the energy efficiency on the project levelized production cost (LPC) is discussed next.
Impact on the levelized production cost
The LPC is the project lifetime cost per unit of power generated and may be calculated as [17, 18] :
where AEP is the annual energy production, CAPEX is the capital expenditure, OPEX is the operational and maintenance costs, a is the annuity factor a
; r is the interest rate and n is the wind farm exploitation time.
Assuming the annuity factor as a weighting factor x 1 and the O&M costs to be a percentage of the investment costs, x 2 , yields:
Summing the two weighing factors the LPC becomes:
Assuming an interest rate of 7%, a wind project exploration time of 20 years and the O&M costs to be 2% of the CAPEX [18, 17] , a weighting factor of x ¼ 0:114 is obtained. Table 2 shows the variation of the LPC when considering an initial LPC value of 90 €/MWh for the initial standard layout, constant CAPEX for the different sce- 
Conclusions
This work presented the first optimization framework for designing offshore wind farms composed of floating and moveable turbines. It demonstrated that the energy gain is further increased through a simultaneous optimization of two factors: firstly, the anchoring locations of the wind turbines -which lead to non-standard grid-based layouts -and, secondly, the turbines locations within the mooring lines for each individual wind direction. The results of the wind farm efficiencies showed relative differences between the Jensen model, used in the optimization process, and FarmFlow, which was applied to validate the efficiency of the final layouts. These results demonstrate the importance of developing accurate wake models which are also fast enough to be applied during the optimization process of future large offshore wind farms. Finally, up to 4.4% higher wind farm efficiencies were observed when larger maneuver areas were assigned to the turbines, which may be traduced to a 5% reduction of the LPC and a capital gain of 35 M€. The results obtained in this work corroborate that turbine and wind farm developers should cooperate to optimize future offshore wind projects. As future work, the optimization framework can be extended to assess the energy gain for different wind farm sizes and different turbines. 
